Nanomechanical properties of surface-modified titanium alloys for biomedical applications
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Abstract

The mechanical properties of the oxide layers developed at elevated temperature on three vanadium-free titanium alloys of interest for biomedical applications were investigated by means of the nanoindentation technique. The as-received alloys (Ti–13Nb–13Zr, Ti–15Zr–4Nb and Ti–7Nb–6Al) and their oxide scales formed by reaction with air at 750 °C for several oxidation times were analysed comparatively. In particular, the hardness and the Young’s modulus exhibit larger values for the thermally oxidized alloys than for the untreated specimens. However, the Ti–7Nb–6Al alloy shows a different tendency to that of the TiNbZr alloys, which seems to be related to a different oxide layer growth as a function of the oxidation time.
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1. Introduction

In the past few years, new Ti alloys have been intensively investigated and developed for biomedical applications as possible substitutes of the well-established Ti–6Al–4V alloy [1–4]. Though this alloy presents excellent mechanical and corrosion properties, it contains vanadium, which is known to be cytotoxic [5,6]. Thus, avoiding metal ion release and obtaining vanadium-free alloys with similar properties has been the focus of interest of recent investigations [7–10]. One important factor, which controls some of the notable properties of pure titanium and its related alloys, is the passive layer, i.e. the native oxide thin film spontaneously formed on the material surface when in contact with air. This protective film is responsible for the excellent corrosion resistance of these materials, which involves low metal ion release even in aggressive environments [11–14]. In order to enhance the corrosion resistance and biocompatibility of Ti alloys, different surface modification techniques have been investigated. Among them, an easy and economic method to generate an oxide film on the surface alloy has been recently proposed. Depending on the alloying elements, this oxide would satisfy the desired surface properties [15,16]. In previous works, some of the properties of three V-free Ti alloys, of composition (in wt.%) Ti–13Nb–13Zr, Ti–15Zr–4Nb and Ti–7Nb–6Al, selected as potential materials for biomedical applications, were investigated before and after oxidation treatments in air at 750 °C [17,18]. The achieved materials were expected to show higher biocompatibility in orthopaedic implants than the most widely used Ti–6Al–4V alloy for two different reasons: the composition of these alloys is free of vanadium, thereby avoiding toxicity problems, and, as expected, the oxidation treatment provides a thicker protective oxide
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film than the native oxide. Previous characterization of the surface composition and morphology of these surface-modified alloys has produced very promising results [19–21]. Moreover, highly surface-sensitive scanning force spectroscopy (SFS) measurements have provided some insights into the elasticity properties of their very topmost layer (tens of nanometres) [22]. In Ref. [22], although attempts were made to interpret the elasticity data in terms of alloy composition, their evaluation as a function of indentation depth produced a large dispersion of results. That was an indication of the importance of the specific roughness or composition of the surface. These parameters can differ from those of the bulk material and, consequently, can provide unexpected mechanical properties. Moreover, the gap existing between practical needs and the extremely local information (lateral and vertical) obtained from those scanning force microscopy (SFM) experiments points to the necessity of studying these protective layers on a larger scale (hundreds of nanometres), the region directly in contact with the bone. Important properties that need to be determined include, among others, hardness and Young’s modulus. In particular, for a material to be a successful orthopaedic implant it needs a Young’s modulus similar to that of bone (10–30 GPa) [23].

Nanoindentation is a non-destructive, versatile and unique technique for determining the mechanical properties of surfaces. When an indentation system is used, loads as small as one nonanewton and displacements of about 0.1 nm can be accurately measured continuously throughout a test. Different mechanical properties can then be determined from the load–displacement data without imaging the indentations [24]. For these reasons, this technique has been used to measure the hardness and Young’s modulus of the oxidized films generated as described above. For comparison, this study has also been carried out on untreated alloys.

2. Materials and methods

The three Ti-based alloys were prepared by arc melting and then casting in a copper crucible under high vacuum, using high-purity (better than 99.9%) constituent elements. Therefore, interstitial impurities, such as oxygen, nitrogen, carbon or substitutional transition metals, have just residual values. At this level, the effect of impurities upon the oxidation process of Ti alloys is not significant. The nominal composition of these alloys was (in wt.%) Ti–13Nb–13Zr, Ti–15Zr–4Nb and Ti–7Nb–6Al, which in at.% correspond to Ti_{84.2}Nb_{7.2}Zr_{7.8}, Ti_{89.1}Zr_{5.6}Nb_{2.3} and Ti_{85.9}Al_{10.5}Nb_{3.6}, respectively. The actual chemical compositions of the alloys in at.% are Ti_{85.36}Nb_{7.32}Zr_{7.32}, Ti_{89.2}Zr_{5.4}Nb_{2.8} and Ti_{84.8}Al_{11.8}Nb_{3.4}, respectively, as was determined in a previous work [25] by Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy.

The oxidation treatment was performed on samples cut from as-cast ingots by electrospark erosion. Previous to the thermal treatment, the sample surfaces were abraded and polished using diamond paste with successively smaller particle sizes. Colloidal silica was used to ensure a surface free of mechanical deformation. Before performing the oxidation treatment it is important to remove foreign particles and organic contaminant from mechanical polishing. To clean the samples, it is essential to put some gel on the rotating polishing cloth and then to flush with water for approximately 10–15 s before the machine stops. The samples are then cleaned again ultrasonically with acetone and dried with a strong stream of air. After these cleaning steps, optical microscope examination was employed to make sure that there were no residues of silica on the sample surface. Finally, the specimens were cleaned ultrasonically with acetone. The material in this state was named “as-received”. The surface cleanness after this procedure was check by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy [26]. At this stage, some samples were isothermally oxidized in air in a tube furnace at 750 °C for exposure times of 1.5 h, 6 h and 24 h.

A microstructural study revealed the existence of two different phases, α and β, whose ratio depended on the alloy composition [17]. The root mean square (rms) roughness values for the three as-received alloys are relatively low (3, 4 and 12 nm for Ti–13Nb–13Zr, Ti–15Zr–4Nb and Ti–7Nb–6Al, respectively) and their surface morphology exhibited two regions with different contrast [21]. This effect might be ascribed to the coexistence of α and β phases since colloidal silica performs selective polishing of each phase due to their different hardnesses. The cross-sections of the oxidized samples were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped for energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis. For this analysis, specimens of the three oxidized alloys were submitted to a metallographic preparation, which included mounting the samples in bakelite and polishing by the conventional method. To prevent scale loss during metallographic preparation, the surface of these oxidized samples were coated with a thin gold layer by sputtering. A thicker layer of copper was then deposited electrolytically.

In the present work, nanoindentation tests were made with a Nanoindenter II (Nanoinstruments-MTS Systems, Oak Ridge, TN) using a Berkovich diamond tip. Diamond is the most frequently used indenter material because its high hardness and elastic modulus minimize the contribution of the indenter itself to the measured displacement. For probing properties such as hardness and elastic modulus at the smallest possible scales, the Berkovich triangular pyramidal indenter is preferred over the four-sided Vickers or Knoop indenter because a three-sided pyramid is more easily ground to a sharp point.

Each specimen was tested at room temperature using the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) technique developed by Oliver and Pethica [27,28]. The CSM is accomplished by imposing a small, sinusoidally varying signal on top of a DC signal that drives the motion of the indenter. The data are obtained by analysing the response of the system by means of a frequency-specific amplifier. This
allows the measurement of contact stiffness at any point along the loading curve and not just at the point of unloading as in the conventional measurement. The CSM technique makes possible the continuous measurement of mechanical properties in one experiment without the need of discrete unloading cycles. Moreover, the time constant is at least three orders of magnitude smaller than that of the more conventional method. The measurements can be made at extremely small penetration depths. The contact stiffness, applied load and indenter displacement can then be used to determine the mechanical properties as a function of the indenter depth. This technique is thus ideal for non-uniform materials, such as oxidized layer in Ti alloys, since the microstructure and mechanical properties change with indentation depth. In the present work, a minimum of 10 indentations were made in each specimen. Afterwards, the statistical mean value with its corresponding standard deviation was calculated for 25 nm width windows of the tip contact displacement values. Eventually, the mean values were taken as the final hardness ($H$) and Young’s modulus ($E$) values.

3. Results and discussion

The hardness ($H$) and elastic Young’s modulus ($E$) of the as-received Ti–13Nb–13Zr, Ti–15Zr–4Nb and Ti–7Nb–6Al surfaces obtained by using the nanoindentation technique are depicted in Fig. 1 as a function of indentation depth. For indentations smaller than 100 nm, $E$ can be as low as 50 GPa, in agreement with the very surface sensitive data obtained in a previous SFS study for the same samples [22]. After this regime, the values of both magnitudes are higher for the aluminium-containing alloy than for the two TiNbZr alloys. The lowest value corresponded to Ti–13Nb–13Zr. Note that although hardness values, in particular, have large error bars, the Young’s modulus values are within the range of bulk properties for pure Ti and Ti–6Al–4V alloys, which are around 100–120 GPa [29]. Since all three materials are α-β Ti alloys and nanoindentations were performed at randomly chosen locations, the non-negligible scatter between individual measurements should be related to the combination of at least two different factors: (i) a different hardness value of the α and β phases, whose contribution would depend on the corresponding β-phase/α-phase ratio existing within the tested area in each alloy; and (ii) a significant influence of the crystal orientation on the nanoscale mechanical properties [30]. To minimize these position-dependent factors, the data presented are, as mentioned above, the statistical mean values calculated from at least 10 measurements.

An inspection of Fig. 1 shows an increase in the measurement error bars as we approach the surface. Since these differences were observed in the three alloys used in this study, they were associated with the experimental conditions. This could be a combination of errors in depth determination at the very small contact displacement and the greater effect of the surface roughness, which can set a lower limit to the useful nanoindentation size.

Taking into account that the body-centred cubic β-Ti exhibits lower Young’s modulus values (60–80 GPa) than the hexagonal close-packed α-Ti (100–120 GPa) [29], the alloy with the highest β-phase/α-phase ratio is expected to have the lowest Young’s modulus. This prediction is corroborated empirically by the data depicted in the figure. From a previous SEM study [17], the β-phase/α-phase ratio is known to be different for each of the three Ti-based alloys. In particular, Ti–13Nb–13Zr has the highest β-phase/α-phase ratio and the lowest elastic modulus measured here. However, whereas Ti–7Nb–6Al and Ti–15Zr–4Nb alloys show similar β-phase/α-phase ratios, they exhibit different nanomechanical values, as inferred from Fig. 1. This discrepancy can be explained in terms of the difference in some of the alloying elements of these materials and the consequent effect on their solid solution strengthening.

Being aware of the importance of structural features for small-scale investigations of mechanical properties, the cross-sectional views of the three alloys after oxidation at 750 °C for 24 h are depicted in the SEM micrographs of Fig. 2. The thickness of the oxide layer is about 10 μm for Ti–13Nb–13Zr, 25 μm for Ti–15Zr–4Nb and 2 μm for
As can be observed, the presence of numerous pores within the scales and some longitudinal fissures at the metal–oxide interface is evident in the case of the two TiNbZr alloys. As discussed below, the lack of structural quality of the oxide layers is at the origin of the broader range of nanoindentation data for the oxidized alloys as compared to their as-received counterpart. In particular, the fissures and porosity would lead to a given degree of uncertainty related to the specific testing position for each measurement. This is evidenced in the SFM image of Fig. 3, which shows for one of the samples how these structural defects reach the oxide layer surface, causing the formation of ridges and grooves (up to 500 nm deep). The subsequent surface roughness also plays an important role in the response of the material in the nanoindentation process. Previous SFM investigations showed a much higher rms surface roughness for the scale as compared to the values measured in the as-received samples [21]. In the case of the TiNbZr alloys, the rms surface roughness was found to be approximately constant after 1.5 h of treatment at 750 °C and within the range of the oxidation time analysed. The values were approximately 150 nm for Ti–13Nb–13Zr alloy and 275 nm for Ti–15Zr–4Nb.

Though the biological properties of the oxidized alloys have not been evaluated in the present work, improvement in the biocompatibility and osseointegration capability, associated to the changes in chemical composition and roughness of the surface, is expected. The existence of titanium oxide on the Ti surface has been reported to improve bone formation [31–33]. On the other hand, relatively rougher surfaces exhibit higher contents and better distribution of protein deposits onto Ti surfaces, which positively affects the cellular response to osseous healing [34]. Furthermore, investigations on cellular adhesion to bones as a function of surface roughness have produced superior results with rough surfaces, confirming the beneficial effect of surface oxidation on the deposition of osteoblastic cells and corresponding improvement in osseointegration [35].

Figs. 4 and 5 show the hardness and Young’s modulus values vs. the indentation depth for the oxidized Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb, respectively. The data for the as-received alloys are included for comparison. Both, hardness and Young’s modulus are somewhat independent of oxidation time, but appear to be higher than those of the corresponding as-received alloys. This effect is due to the presence of the protective oxide layer generated during the heat treatment. As has previously been shown for both TiNbZr alloys, the oxide layer generated on the material surface during oxidation in air at 750 °C for time periods of 1.5, 6 and 24 h is composed mainly of TiO₂ [19]. However, the average hardness and Young’s modulus values obtained in the present study are lower than those reported in the literature for rutile [36,37]. This result seems to be related to the porosity and fissures of the TiO₂ oxide layer.

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of Ti–13Nb–13Zr, Ti–15Zr–4Nb and Ti–7Nb–6Al after oxidation treatment at 750 °C for 24 h.

Fig. 3. SFM topographic image (10 μm lateral size) of Ti–15Zr–4Nb after oxidation treatment at 750 °C for 24 h. The total z-scale is 1.8 μm.
formed on the two TiNbZr alloys, which is not observed for TiO$_2$ rutile samples.

The hardness and Young’s modulus for the Ti–7Nb–6Al alloy and the oxide layers generated during the same three treatment times are depicted in Fig. 6. Both magnitudes follow a similar tendency, presenting a transient region, which is wider for large oxidation times, of continuous increase until saturation is reached. The final value at the deeper indentation displacement, even in the case of the heaviest oxidation after 24 h, is close to that for the as-received sample. This result is in contrast to what happened for the TiNbZr alloys, where hardness and Young’s modulus values at the maximum contact displacement were always higher for the oxidized samples. This effect can be attributed to the presence of a thicker oxide layer in the oxidized TiNbZr alloys, which leads to a lower substrate effect than in the case of the oxidized TiNbAl samples.

The continuous increase of the displacement threshold, at which maximum values of hardness and elastic modulus are reached, for the Ti–7Nb–6Al is correlated to the continuous linear increase of the rms for this alloy [21]. However, this result cannot be related to the development of pores on the scale because the oxide layer developed is quite compact, as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the effect observed in Fig. 6 seems to be related to the outer layer composition of the oxidized Ti–7Nb–6Al, which has been shown to evolve with oxidation time [19]. In the early stages of thermal treatment, an outer layer of Al$_2$TiO$_5$ is formed. On top of this an Al$_2$O$_3$-rich film is developed, which becomes thicker with oxidation time.

The evolution of the hardness and Young’s modulus with oxidation time apparently contradicts the formation of a continuous Al$_2$O$_3$ layer, which would be expected to promote an enhancement of the nanomechanical values on the surface region when the Ti–7Nb–6Al alloy is progressively oxidized. However, previous SFM studies on this oxidized sample have shown that a columnar growth takes place [38]. Thus, the formation of columnar Al$_2$O$_3$ grains could be responsible for the low values for hardness and Young’s modulus, since this type of structure favours easier penetration into the surface. Consequently, both $H$ and $E$ increase gradually with distance from the surface, until the inner Al$_2$TiO$_5$ layer is reached. For deeper contact displacements a tendency towards the as-received alloy properties is observed. The fact that the Al$_2$O$_3$ layer increases with oxidation time also explains the differences in the nanoindentation results obtained in these samples with those obtained for the aluminium free ones, where the plateau was reached at lower contact displacement values. The contact depth at which the plateau region is reached clearly increases with oxidation time, as can be observed in
At the first stages of the thermal process (1.5 h of oxidation time) the columnar structure is located close to the surface and affects the nanoindentation results up to about 200 nm. As the oxidation time is increased to 6 h, the Al$_2$O$_3$ columnar structure region becomes wider and, consequently, affects deeper nanoindentation data, up to about 400 nm. Finally, for the case of the 24 h oxidized Ti–7Nb–6Al alloy, with the deepest columnar Al$_2$O$_3$ structure, all the range measured by nanoindentation seems to be affected by this columnar structure and almost no plateau is reached.

In order to show the effect of the oxidation time on the properties of the scales generated on the different alloys, Fig. 7 summarises the results for all layers. The depicted hardness and Young’s modulus values for the Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb alloys correspond to the statistical mean values and their corresponding standard deviations, calculated taking all the values in the plateau zone of the different graphs representing $H$ and $E$ vs. contact displacement of the indenter (Figs. 4 and 5). We chose the values in the plateau because they are considered to be unaffected by any influence of the substrate [39,40]. In the case of Ti–7Nb–6Al, the region corresponding to the columnar Al$_2$O$_3$ structure was avoided. The values for the sample with an oxidation time of 1.5 h were calculated by considering the mean value in the plateau from 200 to 750 nm, while for the 6 h oxidation time sample the plateau region was considered from 400 to 750 nm. After 24 h of oxidation, since almost all the measured range was affected by the columnar Al$_2$O$_3$ structure, it was not possible to determine either the hardness or the Young’s modulus value for this sample.

In the case of Ti–13Nb–13Zr, the most relevant feature is the considerable increase of 7 GPa in $H$ and of 80 GPa in $E$ at an oxidation time of only 1.5 h, followed by a decrease in these values as the oxidation time increases. The Ti–15Zr–4Nb alloy presents a smoother, continuous increase in the hardness values as a function of oxidation time, reaching a maximum increase of $H$ of about 3 GPa after 24 h and a total increase of $E$ of 45 GPa. The different percentages of alloying elements in each material seem to determine the different ways in which the nanomechanical properties evolve. A threefold different Zr/Nb ratio in the bulk chemical composition would certainly promote different diffusion processes at the temperatures studied. And, even though the main component is TiO$_2$ for both oxidized alloys, different percentages of Ti, Nb and Zr oxides are obtained on the surfaces of Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb [20,26]. Independently of the way that oxidation progresses, after 24 h of heat treatment, both TiNbZr alloys present almost the same hardness and Young’s modulus values.
The aluminium-containing alloy has a different tendency. There is a noticeable decrease in both $H$ and $E$ for long oxidation times in the case of Ti–7Nb–6Al. Initially, an increase in hardness of 4 GPa and an increase in Young’s modulus of 20 GPa are observed. These remain almost constant for 6 h of oxidation, but then the structural changes noted take place for longer oxidation times, leading to the important decreases in mechanical properties.

4. Conclusions

The systematic analysis of the mechanical properties, in particular hardness and Young’s modulus, obtained by the nanoindentation technique of three different vanadium-free Ti alloys and their oxide layers, of interest as biomaterials, has been presented. The results have been interpreted in combination with previous results on the same materials to bridge the gap between extremely surface-sensitive techniques, which led to relatively high uncertainty and a wide spread data, and practical needs. This has enabled us to make the following conclusions:

1. Hardness and Young’s modulus mean values measured for the Ti–13Nb–13Zr, Ti–15Zr–4Nb and Ti–7Nb–6Al alloys in the as-received condition fall within the range of bulk properties for pure Ti and Ti–6Al–4V alloys. However, the different compositions and $\beta$-phase/$\alpha$-phase ratios of the alloys yield a number of differences. The highest $\beta$-phase/$\alpha$-phase ratio of the Ti–13Nb–13Zr alloy provides the lowest hardness and Young’s modulus values. On the other hand, the presence of Al instead of Zr in the Ti–7Nb–6Al alloy seems to be at the origin of its highest surface mechanical properties values.

2. During oxidation at 750 °C, an oxide layer, composed mainly of TiO$_2$, is generated on the surface of the TiNbZr alloys. Hardness and Young’s modulus mean values measured for both oxidized TiNbZr alloys are higher than those corresponding to the as-received specimens. However, the surface roughness and the presence of many pores on the scales cause lower hardness and Young’s modulus than those reported in the literature for rutile.

3. The formation of columnar structures during the oxide layer growing on the Ti–7Nb–6Al alloy plays a significant role in its surface mechanical behaviour and leads to a fall in both hardness and Young’s modulus for long oxidation times. This reaches a value close to that suitable for implant materials at the longer oxidation treatment studied here.
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